
EATEN APPLE

Designed by Sueños Blanditos 

Size:    1,9" / 5 cm
Difficulty:  Slow
Time:     1 h
Hook:       2 mm

Materials
- Yarn of different colors: white, black, red, yellow, brown, dark
yellow, green
-Thickness of the yarn: 3 mm.
- Hook according to the thickness of the yarn.
- Yarn needle.
- Fiberfill.

Abbreviations
sc: single crochet
st: stitch
ch: chain
inc: increase
dec: decrease
Fill the doll with fiberfill as you crochet.

if you have doubts, visit:

The Amigurumi Tutorials

or contact me: 

amigurumis@suenhosblanditos.com

Amigurumi Pattern
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https://www.suenhosblanditos.com/category/amigurumi-tutorial/
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HEAD / BODY

With red yarn 

1. Work 6 sc in magic ring. 

2. Inc in every st (12). 

3. "1 sc, inc", repeat (18). 

4. "2 sc, inc", repeat (24). 

5. and 6. 1 sc in each st (24). 

7. Change to light yellow yarn and work "2 sc, 
dec", repeat (18). 

8. and 9. 1 sc in each st (18). 

10. "1 sc, dec", repeat (12). 

11. to 14. 1 sc in each st (12). 

15. "1 sc, dec", repeat (8). 

16. 1 sc in each st (8). 

17. "1 sc, inc", repeat (12). 

18. to 20. 1 sc in each st (12). 

21. "1 sc, inc", repeat (18). 

22. and 23. 1 sc in each st (18). 

24. Change to red yarn and work "2 sc, inc", 
repeat (24). 

25. and 26. 1 sc in each st (24). 

27. "2 sc, dec", repeat (18). 

28. "1 sc, dec", repeat (12). 

29. Dec in every st (6). 

http://suenhosblanditos.com
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30. Change to brown yarn and work 1 sc in each
st (6).

31. to 33. 1 sc in each st (6).

Fasten off. Sew the hole with the yarn needle. 

Final details:
Shape the apple by inserting the needle with red 
yarn through the middle, from bottom to top, 
repeating if necessary to fold it. 

Eyes 

With black yarn work 4 sc in magic ring. With 
white yarn embroider the twinkle. 

Sew them leaving 3 sc of separation from the 
central hole and 3 sc between them. 

2 sc below the eyes, between them, with dark 
yellow yarn, embroider the mouth. 

Leaf 

With green yarn 

Ch 5 and work in the chains 1 slip stitch, 2 
double crochet, 1 slip stitch. 

Fasten off. Sew to one side of the brown tail.
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FINISHED! HAVE FUN! 
I hope you liked it and, above all, that you enjoyed crocheting this amigurumi.

DOWNLOAD MORE PATTERNS LIKE THIS AT

suenhosblanditos.com 

FINISHED! HAVE FUN! 
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